Degrees Awarded By the Graduate School 2020-2021

Master's Degrees Awarded in Sociology

**September 2020**
Joseph Quinn

**May 2021**
Bernard Coles
Aidan Combs
Anna Holleman
Emily Maloney
Nicolas Restrepo Ochoa
Ruth Wygle
Pamela Zabala

Ph.D. Degrees Awarded in Sociology

**September 2020**
Miles S. Marsala
"Essays on the Complexities of Social Inequalities and Health Disparities"

**May 2021**
Andrew J. Carr
"The Measurement and Social Consequences of U.S. Income Inequality"

Kevin R. Kiley
"Three Papers on Culture, Time, and Attitudes"

Jessica S. West
"Stress Proliferation and Disability Over the Life Course"
Department Chair ........................................ Jen’nan G. Read, Sally Dalton Robinson Professor

Director of Undergraduate Studies................................. Jenifer Hamil Luker, Assistant Professor of the Practice of Sociology

Honors Thesis Program................................. Maria Febbo, Lecturing Fellow

Highest Academic Achievement Award for Highest GPA............... Lauren Berman

Ida Harper Simpson Award for Best Honors Thesis.............. Felicia Guo

Linda K. George Award for Best Medical Sociology Paper...... Syann Cadogan

Class of 2021

Ali,Doha
Badour,Cameron Micheal Berman,Lauren
Bolan,Sydney Evelyn Boykin,Mikayla Niyel
Cadogan,Syann Balliger*
Campbell,William Harrison (2021 Summer) Carter,Eric Thomas
Castellano II,Louis John Castleberry,Seva*
Catrett,Madison Elaine Chmil,Matthew Thomas
Davidson,Alexandra Sarah Duncan,Troy Adrien*
Frederick,Arilia

Goldwire,Jordan Alexander Guo,Felicia B*
Henderson,Aasha Cecily Holmes,Christopher
Hubbard,Marvin Earl Jackson IV,James C
Jackson Jr.,Deon Katz,Evan Maximilian
Koney-Laryea,Nurah Naa Adjeley Lange,Kendyl Leigh
Lee,Elizabeth Huang Loperfido,Mario Joseph
Lorenzo,Joshua Maurice Morris,Halle Marie
Mule’,Cameron James Nabet,Lily Shayan
Navarro,Mayra* Oyakhire,Izegboya Ayo
Paz,Ana-Nicole Pendaries,Adrien Morris Henri
Philyaw-Johnson,Damond Keunta Posternak,Lilian
Reitz,Jeremiah Kenneth (December 2021) Ricci,Dru Anne (2021 Summer)
Rodriguez,Gabriella Elisa Rosenstein,Rachel Marina
Sandhu,Noor Thompson,Romayne Elizabeth
Tiscornia,Katerina Jane Tregellas,Emma
Uchendu,Michelle Wen,Tzu-Chieh Michael
Yue,Harrison K

*With Distinction in Sociology